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1.. Introduction 

J 

. . . 
Many experimental and thcoreiical investigations o( the structure of .the·_. 

deuteron have been' .undertaken recently, with tlic goal of probing the de"uteron wa:v~ 
functions at short distances or large internal momenta of its constituents. Progress . 
has been achieved1:-3 especially in the measurement of cross section data and polariza- . 
lion observables for the inclusive deuteron breakup A(d,p)X for beam momenta up to 
9 GeV/c. Cross sections have been measured for internal 1nomenta up to k = 0.9 GeV/c 
.in the infinite momentum frame; the te~sor analyzing power 120 is now available up to 
·1;. = 0.8 GeV/c and the polarization transfer coefficient up to k = 0.5 GeV/c. . 

The interpretation ofthese data is norm.ally based on two ,main assumptions: 
(1) the laboratory momentum PI• (or iiJ,. in. the _deuteron rest frame) of the detected 
fragment proton· is in one-to-one correspondence with the relative momentum of the. 
deuteron constituents q, which is the argument.of the DWF in the Schroedinger equa
tion in momentum space. This assumption justifies treating the argument of the DWF 
as an observable; it corresponds to the "frozen· momentum" assumption of the impuls.e 
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approximation (IA). (2) The spin state of the detected proton remains unchanged in 
the reaction; therefore it is the same as defined by the wave function of the incident 
deuteron. Here and in our talk6 this assumpti~n is called "frozen' proton spin" in the 
( d,p) breakup reaction. . , · 

Examination of the data available indicate that these simple assumptions a.re 
violated to some degree. Addi.tional features of the process have to be considered:. for· 
example; one might include additional angular momentum components in the DWF 
( which arise as a result. of the relativization ofthe DWF in some approaches' or appear 
in models with non-spherical 6q-bags ), or one might involve more complicated reaction 
mechanisms beside the I~, wi.th or without particle production and (or)spin-flip tran
sitibns. More stringent' tests of the above assumptions are expected when additional 
data from the backward elastic dp reaction, become available. · · · 

We will demonstrate that data, as well as theoretical predictions for' the polar
ization. observables, show a considerable amount of internal consistency when ex~ned 
in a form independent of the DWF, as a Ko - T20 correlation plo't.< : '· . 

' The theoretical background necessary to infroduce this 'presentation is developed 
in section 2. Application of the presentation to the dp breakup·· data and to various 
theoretical predictions is pr~sented in section 3. Section 4 contains our' conclusions and 
a prop?~a.lfor further 'experimental i_nvestigations of the dp breakup reaction. . . : · 

2. The Ko - T20 correlation circle 

Within the IA the observables of the reaction are related to the deuteron wave 
function (DWF) components u and was follows; 

1 2_/2uw-w2 .· .. u2 ~w2 -..uw/./2 . · .. 2 2 
T20 = r,, 

2 2 
, Ko= 2 2 . · , du/dqf, ~ u + w (I - 3) 

v2 u +w u +w 
where T20 is the tensor analyzing power of the reaction and Ko is· the ratio of the 
proton-fragm~nt polarizatio~ to the polarization of the vectorially polarized incident 
deuteron. R~ations (lc3) can be inverted in.order to express u and win terms of the 
observables Ko, T20 an_d du; .in this sense the DWF is an observable. · · 

Because the three observables du/ dqf., 'f20 ~d Ko. are r~lated, vyith the hvo 
DWF components u and w, eqs.(1-3) form.an overdetermined set' of equations for u 
and w and ,only ,two of the equations are independent in fact4• · , , . 

Relations (1-3) show that,both po~arization obs.ervables depend only upon the 
:i-atig of the D. over S. wave 'functions, x = w(q)/u(q):. . .· . . 

. 1 2v'2x :...C':z:2 .. 1 - x2 ..:.. x/v2 
T20 = v2, 1 + x2 . , Ko = , 1 + x2 

~ ', ;' 

(4 .----,5) 

· · 'Elircin~ting 'x from equatio'ns ( 4;5)lea'.ds· to a quadratic relationship between 
the observables' T20 and Ko: ; ' ., . . ' . . . ' . ' . 

' '. . . K~ -f. (T;o + 1/20)2 = 
1 

(B) 
9/8 ·, , 9/8 

{Mn.o:.r.6i. .. ~,il 1rn:riuy'ii '~ 
nn,.1-1-'J!:' u,~ .. ,., .. ~ .. ,.-,t•.n '\ u.... --r~tr,11.,,. ut...~ Jh,n,~ai~tt~.J f 
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In other words the single parameter {j would describe both values Ko and T 20 if 
the experimental data :,vere on the circle (6). ' 

If the data do not stay_ on, the circle, they still can be parametrized as in the 
case of the Argand plot, namely introducing a second parameter TJ in analogy with the 
inelastidty parameter .of the Argand-plot analysis: 

A = ( TJ e2is - I) 
2i 

, . 2{j 2 2v2 {j , r,.sin = x = -
3
-Ko , TJ cos2 = I - 2r 

· 3. Discussion· of the experimental data 

(11) 

The observable!! duJdq1r,T20 and Ko were measured l, 2 as functions of proton 
momentum qfr with various targets at several energies Ed of the deuteron beam (po
larized and unp.o'larized). It has been possible to extract an empirical momentum 
density (EMD) of the nucleon in the deuteron using eq,(3). The main results are as 
follows: (1) the EMD is almost independent of the deuteron energy, of the target and 
of the type of hadronic reaction (see l, 2); (2) the EMD extracted from the inclusive 
deuteron-breakup data 1 versus k agrees very well with the one determined from the 
inclusive ( e, e') experiment 5, as it is seen frorri Fig.2a. Both of them disagree with the 
standard'wave function calculations in the region 250 ~ k ~ 650 MeVJc: At the same 

· time,' they' are iri striking agreement 7 with the EMD calculated from the cross sec~ 
tions of elastic backward dp scattering, obtained with the help of an expression found 
in ref.8. (3) Polarization observables are also largely independent on the target and 
initial energy. · · 

From Fig.2a alone one could conclude that at high k values (k 2: 600MeVJc) 
· the agreement betwe,en the observed EMD and the calculated EMD is restored in spite 
. of. the.fact that tht, very notion of wave function is questionable at such high internal 
momenta. But one immediately realizes that such a conclusion is premature, when one 
takes into account the polarization observables T20 and Ko (Fig.2b,c): actually one finds 
agreement between all data sets and standard calculations only for k. ~ 150 Me VJ c; a 
drastic disagreement is seen beyond this region. 

More complicated models, taking into account various additional contributions 
to the reaction mechanis~, result in a partial success for a given observable, but not 
for. the whole set of observables, ; , . . .. 
· In Fig.I data tak~n· fro~ ref.2 are shown. The d~ta are on the circle only 

for k '< 100 Me VJ c. · Therefore the spin structure of the reaction matrix element is 
different'.from that expected with "frozen·proton spin" and the 2-component DWF. 
Two alternatives are considered here: · · · · 

1. some spin-dependent mechanisms result in important corrections to the IA. 
2. While the spin structure of the matrix element is determined, as ·in the IA, by 

the DWF, th~ wave function itself has an additional P-wave component related, 
for example, with an N - N• component of the deuteron; the parity of this 
N*-r~sonani;:e must then be op'posite" to that i;;f proton. 

One possible example of the I-st alternative was analysed by Lykasov 9; his 
prediction is rather close to the data up to·qfr,.:, 300MeVJc; at higher momenta the 
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calculated trajectory deviates strongly from the experimental one on the Ko-T20 plot 
(Fig.I, solid line). Perdrisat and Punjabi11 have calculated du, T20 and later Ko for the 
deuteron breakup on protons within the standard non-relativistic picture, namely: (i) 
the full N N amplitude taken from the phase shift analysis (including all spin dependent 
terms) was used, (ii) all possible sil).gle and double scattering graphs and the relevant 
interference terms were taken into account 11 . The results were presented for the full 
case and for the case when only single scattering graphs were kept but in both cases 
the full N N amplitude was used. The corresponding trajectories on the K 0-T20 plot are 
shown on the Fig.3a as well (solid and dashed lines respectively, Bonn potential). One 
sees that single scattering graphs with the full N N amplitude result in a trajectory 
close to the data up to qfr about 200 Me VJ c; than it approaches the circle (6) .. The full 
set of graphs, including the double scattering terms, results in a trajectory closer to the" 
experimental one up to qfr ~ 300 Me V f c. Unfortunately not all components of the N N 
amplitude are known from the phase shift analysis sufficiently well; these uncertainties 
as well as other approximations described in ref. 11 do not allow to get reasonable results 
in the most interesting region of qfr above approximately 300MeVJc. The results 
of ref. 11 can be interpreted a,; strong indications on an important influence of the 
spin-dependent multiple scattering amplitudes on the polarization observables in the 
deuteron breakup; in other words, the reaction mechanism determines the behaviour 
of the polarization observables in an important way. It is also an indication of the 
unsufficient level of our kno~ledge of the N N amplitude at intermediate energies. 

The 2-nd alternative could be related with the problem of relativization of the 
deuteron wave function12. In particular, methods suggested in refs, _13,14 result in 
additional components of the DWF which destroy the relation (6) in general. Still, 
for specific kinematics; for example in the case of the "collinear" one, the components 
corresponding to the orbital momenta different from O and 2 can disappear, as can be 
seen in the case of the approach 13, thus conserving the equation of the circle. As an 
example of consequences of relativistic effects, the IA results obtained by Tokarev14 

are shown on Fig.3b. Unfortunately, they disagree with the experiment: the trajectory 
calculated for the same energy at which the data shown at the Fig.3b were obtained 
are far from the data (long-dashed line), but the calculations at much higher energy are 
going through the data points (solid line); the trajectory calculated for an extremely 
high energy is almost undistinguishable from the circle (6). Therefore in the'ultra
relativistic case this method of relativization14 does not change the standard S- and 
D- structure of the DWF. 

Another realization of the 2-nd alternative can be motivated from quark models 
of the deuteron, where a pre-existing .N• N P-wave with negative parity N• baryon 
can appear. _We compare in Fig.Jc the experimental data with a wave function with 
N• N admixture as suggested by Gross and Buck15. To calculate the Ko and T20 with 
this DWF we used formulae suggested by A.P.Kobushkin16 within the IA picture. 
These are similar to eqs.(1,2) but include two new P-wave components: spin singlet 
and triplet. As usual, the "frozen proton spin" assumption was used. We sec that the 
additional compc;ments can result in a strong deviation from the circle (,\ = l case). 
The calculated trajectory is closer to the data when the P-wave is stronger (compare 
the curves !~belled as ,\ = 1 and ,\ = 0). 
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Concluding this Section we would like to stress that for this N* N P-wave in 
the DWF the N*(1535) S1

11 is a good candidate as the lowest mass negative parity 
baryon. Such components arise, for example, in 6q-models with non-spherical 6q
configurations17. Therefore it would be interesting to search for the N• N component 
in the deuteron using the fact that the lowest N* with negative parity has rather large 
(up to 50%) branching ratio for its decay into 11 + N: This decay mode could be a 
suitable trigger signature for such a search. · 

4. Con~lusions 

The Ko - T20 correlation expressed by the relation (6) is a consequence of the 
2-component structure ofthe DWF arid the "frozen proton spin" assumption for the re
action mechanism. Therefore the K 0-T20 plot contains an important information about 
the spin structure of the matrix element of reactions like breakup, when an incident 
particle is broken into two "constituerits" with spin configurations 1 -+ 1/2 + 1/2 or 
1/2 -+ 1 + 1/2; · this information is rather model~independent. The deuteron breakup 
considered here is the simplest example of si'i.ch reactions. · Other reactions of this type 
are (3 He, d) breakup; dp -+3 He + 1r

0
, 11, 1r+ + t -+ dp etc., which can be analysed in 

the same way. · . · 
• The present-day data on polarization observables tell us that the spin structure 

of the breakup matrix element is drastically different from the one initially assumed: 
This may be due to 2 reasons (perhaps both are relevant): 

1. the DWF has additional P-wave (N* N) components, 
2. single scattering graphs are unsufficient to explain the deviation from the circle 

(6): one must take into account both spin-flip and n~n~spin-flip parts of th,e N N 
amplitude together with complicated (multiple scattering, triangle etc.) graphs 
in order to explain the observed behaviour of T20 and Ko. , 

Therefore the old question: do we study the.deuteron structure or the breakup 
mechanism?, is related with the older one: does the: DWF 'consist of more than 2 
components?. If we would be able to answer the latter, we would have ~n answer for 
the first. Therefore more spin observables for the dp interactions are· desirable, either in 
breakup or in backward elastic scattering. Comparison of data from different reactions 
in the Ko-T20 plot will be useful to determine the spin structure of the DWF. Also 
new experiments aimed at the search for the P-wave component,of the DWF would be 
very informative. 
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KIOH Ii., Tienp11ca Lf.<1>., CTpOKOBCK11H E.A. 
KoppemuJ,1111 Me)l{iiy nom1p113a1J,110iiHh1M11 Ha6monaeMhlMl1 a peaKIJ,1111 
HHKJII0311BH_Oro pa3BaJla neii'rpoHa 

El-95-7 

O6cy)l{n_aeTCll CBll3h TeH30pHo~ aHa-;'.'l11311py10meii cn?co6Hocr11 T 20 _I} KO::icpcp111J,11eHTa nepena '111 

c~11Ha K0 a peaK1J,11i:i pa3aana neiiTpo~a I H (d,p) X non o· c ao_m1oaoii cpyHK1J,11eii neiiTpoHa CB<l>)l). 

. TioKa3aHo: tJTO ecn11: · (a) B<l>Jl HMeeT 06menp11m1Ty10 nayxKoMnoHeHrnyIO S + D CTPYKTYPY 
11 (6) Mexa11113~ peaKIJ,1111 TaKOB, tJTO cn11H perncrp11pyeMoro npornHa He 113MeHlleTCll np11 pa3aane 
neHTpOHa, TO o6e Ha6nIOnaeMhle !20 11 Ko_ lll!J!ll!OTC!I cpyHKIJ,11llMl1 0THOIIIeHl1!1 DI s 11 CBll3aHhl 

ypaeHeH11eM OKPY)l{l_l0CTl1 Ha nJlOCKOCTl1 Ko. - T20· 3Ta K~ppeJ1!11],l1ll Me)l{):ly neyMll nom1p113a1J,110H

HblMl1 Ha6n10naeMh1M11 He 3aa~c11T OT.KOHKpernoii Monen11 B<l>Jl cneyxKoMnoHeHrnoii cTpyKrypoii . 
3Kcnep11MeHTaJlbHhle naHHhle yxO):lllT OT Ko -Tw 0Kpy)l{H0CTl1, ce11ne!eJlhCTBYll O TOM, lJTO 

no MeHbllleH Mepe onuo .113 yKa3aHHblX, o6menp11HllTblX npennoJlO)l{eHl1H 'He BhlilOJl~lleTCll. Mbl 11 
o6Cy)l{_qaeM nrie B03M0)1{H0CTl1 OUh!ICHelylll ::lKCnep11MeHTallbllblX naHHblX: (l) B<l>,n 11MeeT no-

. nOJlHl1TeJlbHhle KOMnOHeHTbl, H~~p11Mep }f N . P-eom1y, '(2).nono;H11TMbHhle cn11H-3aB11Cl1Mble 
1111Tepcpep11py10ui11c eKnanL1 e Mexan113M peaKu11i-i np11aonS1i K 113Menen1110 cn1111a neieKT11pyeMoro 
npOTOHa B npoll,eCCe peaKIJ,1111. JJ KlltJeCTBC B03M0)1{H0rD cnoco6a npoeepK11. l ~H B03M0)1{H0CTl1 
'npennaraeTCll npoeecrn Il011CK 17-pacnana ii' (1535) 6ap11ona· C OTpHll,aTeJlhHOH tJeTHOCTblO 

113 N' N-Kor-i'nonemh1 eonnoeoii cpynK1J,1111 ~cnoiiHo~ cocTOS1H11ll neiiT.poHa. 
, Pa6oTa ~hinOJ1He11a B Jla6oparnp1111 BblCOKl1X ::ineprnH OIUIH. 

• , I 

Tipe~p11ni Om.en11HeHno~ imcrnryra S1nep11b1x ~ccnenoeau11ii. )ly6Ha, · l 995. 

Kuehn B., Perdrisat C.F., Strokovsky E.A. El-95-7 
Correlations between Polarization Observables in Inclusive Deuteron Breakup 

--:--:--·:T_he tensor ~nalyzing power.T20 and the spin transfercoefficient K0'for the deuteron brra,~;i,,;,, 

\.:ii!16n 1 /I (d,p) X at 0'. and at high ene~gy are functions of the DIS ratio of the deuteron 'v.: ,: 
, ;<,,;_~:ion (DWF) and are related by the equation of a circle in the ,c0 -::- T20 plane if (i) the dem:;:/ 

",._,, • 'l ' - . . • ' , '. , 

:~f;,-~-runction pas the commonly accepted S- and D-component structure, and (ii) the mecha11'.;i.y 
·,;J tiicbreakup reaction does not change the spin of the detected prot~n. This correlation of the,;. .. ' 
;,;:;;1\i·\:r.ation observables is independent of any model of the deuteron wave function with 2-compor,':;;·;' 
r,~:~ii~C!'..ire. , - · , ' ·:,-:.' 
': : 'YQ'e experimental data deviate_ from the K0 - T20 circle, indicating that at ieast one of the ai:;~·C: 
.'•'' ·'" ' .· ' . ' ' '· , ',.·' 
· ,;-•~lA~Jtions is no.I fullfilled. Two assumptions are discussed to explain thi.s devia1ion: (i) the DWF J , .:, . 
·{,.'Yti~nal components,: for example an N' N P-wave, (ii) complicated spin dependent interfei;:,: '.! 
~r,:'J,; change the spin of the detected proton. We suggest an experimental way to verify the f;;; 
;;.' ~;:~~~ as~umptions by searching for the 17-decay of the negative parity N' (1535> baryon of a 1,::): 
,.:_ :,;i;)ent in the deuteron ground-state. ·' . · · _· ·· · · : 

. ;<,:{investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of High Energies, JINR . . ·,·J ', . , 
\} 


